Abstract. Let {K m } m≥4 be the family of non-normal totally real cubic number fields defined by the irreducible cubic polynomial f m (x) = x 3 − mx 2 − (m + 1)x − 1, where m is an integer with m ≥ 4. In this paper, we will give a class number one criterion for K m .
Introduction
It has been known for a long time that there exists close connection between prime producing polynomials and class number one problem for some number fields. Rabinowitsch [9] proved that for a prime number q, the class number of Q( √ 1 − 4q) is equal to one if and only if k 2 + k + q is prime for every k = 0, 1, . . . , q − 2. For real quadratic fields, many authors [2, 3, 8, 11] considered the connection between prime producing polynomials and class number. For the simplest cubic fields, Kim and Hwang [6] gave a class number one criterion which is related to some prime producing polynomials. The aim of this paper is to give a class number one criterion for some non-normal totally real cubic fields. Its criterion provides some polynomials having almost prime values in a given interval. The method done in this paper is basically same as one in [2, 3, 6] .
Let ζ K (s) be the Dedekind zeta function of an algebraic number field K and ζ K (s, P ) be the partial zeta function for the principal ideal class P of K. Then we have
Halbritter and Pohst [5] developed a method of expressing special values of the partial zeta functions of totally real cubic fields as a finite sum involving norm, trace, and 3-fold Dedekind sums. Their result has been exploited by Byeon [1] to give an explicit formula for the values of the partial zeta functions of the simplest cubic fields. Kim 
where (E ν B ρ ) * denotes the transposed matrix of (E ν B ρ ), and
0 . Then we have
Remark 2. Let A = (a ij ) n,n be a regular (n, n)-matrix with integral coefficients, (A ij ) n,n := (detA)A −1 . Let
where B r (y) is defined as usual by ze yz (e z − 1)
Next, we introduce Siegel's formula for the values of the Dedekind zeta function of a totally real algebraic number field at negative odd integers.
For an ideal I of the ring of integers O K , we define the sum of ideal divisors function σ r (I) by
where J runs over all ideals of O K which divide I. Note that, if K = Q and I = (n), our definition coincides with the usual sum of divisors function
Now let K be a totally real algebraic number field. For l, b = 1, 2, . . . , we define
where D K is the different of K. At this moment, we remark that this is a finite sum. Siegel [10] proved: Theorem 1.2. Let b be a natural number, K a totally real algebraic number field of degree n, and h = 2bn. Then
The numbers r ≥ 1 and b 1 (h), . . . , b r (h) ∈ Q depend only on h. In particular,
where M h denotes the space of modular forms of weight h. Thus by a well-known formula,
Now, we will introduce our target fields. Let m(≥ 4) be a rational integer and K m (or simply K)= Q(α) be the non-normal totally real cubic number field (whose arithmetic was studied in [7] ) associated with the irreducible cubic polynomial
of positive discriminant
and with three distinct real roots α 3 < α 2 < α 1 = α. We borrow known results for arithmetic of K m . Proof. See [7] .
class number one criterion for K m
In this section, to have the value of ζ K (−1, P ), we apply Theorem 1.1 to K m . On the other hand, we evaluate the upper bound of ζ K (−1) by using Theorem 1.2. Finally, combining these results, we give a class number one criterion for K m .
We take W = O K = (α). Since the ideal class containing O K is the principal ideal class P , by (1), we have
By definition,
Let { w 1 , w 2 , w 3 } be a dual basis of O K . Then, by a simple computation, we get
This makes it possible to determine matrices E 1 , E 2 and B ρ . Now, we note that 3-fold Dedekind sum On the other hand, the calculation of C(2, 1, α, α + 1)(resp. C(2, 2, α + 1, α)) is simpler than one of M(2, 1, α, α + 1)(resp. M(2, 2, α + 1, α)).
In fact,
Then, by collecting these results, we have the following theorem. 
Moreover, by a functional equation,
.
One can easily check that f m (s, t) > 1 for all (s, t) ∈ T . Therefore, we have the following inequalities On the other hand, Louboutin [7] showed: Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank the referee for careful reading of the manuscript and helpful comments.
